Abstract. We study McKay's observation on the Monster simple group, which relates the 2A-involutions of the Monster simple group to the extended E 8 diagram, using the theory of vertex operator algebras (VOAs). We first consider the sublattices L of the E 8 lattice obtained by removing one node from the extended E 8 diagram at each time. We then construct a certain coset (or commutant) subalgebra U associated with L in the lattice VOA V √ 2E 8
Introduction
The Moonshine vertex operator algebra V constructed by Frenkel-LepowskyMeurman [7] is one of the most important examples of vertex operator algebras (VOAs). Its full automorphism group is the Monster simple group. The weight 2 subspace V 2 of V has a structure of commutative non-associative algebra and possesses a non-degenerate associative form, which coincides with the 196884-dimensional algebra investigated by Griess [9] in his construction of the Monster simple group (see also Conway [1] ). The structure of this algebra, which is called the Monstrous Griess algebra, has been studied by group theorists. It is well known [1] that each 2A-involution φ of the Monster simple group uniquely defines an idempotent e φ called an axis in the Monstrous Griess algebra. The inner product e φ , e ψ between any two axes e φ and e ψ was also calculated [1] , and it was shown that the value e φ , e ψ is uniquely determined by the conjugacy class of the product φψ of 2A-involutions. Actually, 2A-involutions of the Monster simple group satisfy a 6-transposition property, that is, | φψ | ≤ 6 for any two 2A-involutions φ and ψ. In 4108 CHING HUNG LAM, HIROMICHI YAMADA, AND HIROSHI YAMAUCHI addition, the conjugacy class of φψ is one of 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A, 6A, 4B, 2B, or 3C.
John McKay [15] observed that there is an interesting correspondence with the extended E 8 diagram. Namely, one can assign 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A, 6A, 4B, 2B, and 3C to the nodes of the extended E 8 diagram as follows (cf. Conway [1] , Glauberman and Norton [8] ):
(1.1) where the numerical labels are equal to the multiplicities of the corresponding simple roots in the highest root and the fractional values under or on the right of the labels denote the inner product 2e φ , 2e ψ of 2e φ and 2e ψ when the product of the corresponding 2A-involutions φψ belongs to the conjugacy class nX associated with the node. On the other hand, from the point of view of VOAs, Miyamoto [16, 18] showed that an axis is essentially a half of a conformal vector e of central charge 1/2 which generates a Virasoro VOA Vir(e) ∼ = L(1/2, 0) inside the Moonshine VOA V . Moreover, an involutive automorphism τ e can be defined by
where W h denotes the sum of all irreducible Vir(e)-modules isomorphic to L(1/2, h) inside V . In fact, τ e is always of class 2A for any conformal vector e of central charge 1/2 in V .
In this article, we try to give an interpretation of the McKay diagram (1.1) using the theory of VOAs. We first observe that there is a conformal vectorê of central charge 1/2 in the lattice VOA V √ 2E 8 which is fixed by the action of the Weyl group of type E 8 . Let Φ be the root system corresponding to the Dynkin diagram obtained by removing one node from the extended E 8 diagram and L = L(Φ) the root lattice associated with Φ. Then the Weyl group W (Φ) of Φ and the quotient group E 8 /L both act naturally on V √ 2E 8
, and their actions commute with each other. The action of the quotient group E 8 /L can be extended to the Leech lattice VOA V Λ .
The main idea is to construct certain vertex operator subalgebras U of the lattice VOA V √ 2E 8 corresponding to the nine nodes of the McKay diagram. In each case, U is constructed as a coset (or commutant) subalgebra of V √ 2E 8 associated with Φ. In fact, U is chosen so that the Weyl group W (Φ) acts trivially on it. We show that in each of the nine cases U always containsê and another conformal vectorf of central charge 1/2 such that the inner product ê,f is exactly the value listed in the McKay diagram. Bothê andf are fixed by the Weyl group W (Φ). Thus the Miyamoto involutions τê and τf commute with the action of W (Φ). Furthermore, the quotient group E 8 /L naturally induces some automorphism of U of order n = |E 8 /L|, which is identical with the numerical label of the corresponding node in the McKay diagram. Such an automorphism can be extended to the Leech lattice VOA V Λ and it is in fact a product τêτf of two Miyamoto involutions τê and τf .
In the sequel [12] to this article we shall study the properties of the coset subalgebra U in detail. Except the 4A case, U always contains a set of mutually orthogonal conformal vectors such that their sum is the Virasoro element of U and the central charge of those conformal vectors are all coming from the unitary series
Such a conformal vector generates a Virasoro VOA isomorphic to L(c m , 0) inside U . The structure of U as a module for a tensor product of those Virasoro VOAs is determined.
In the 4A case, U is isomorphic to the fixed point subalgebra V + N of θ for some rank two lattice N , where θ is an automorphism of V N induced from the −1 isometry of the lattice N .
The VOA U is generated byê andf . As a consequence we know that every element of U is fixed by the Weyl group W (Φ). The weight 1 subspace U 1 of U is 0. The Griess algebra U 2 of U is also generated byê andf , and it has the same structure as the algebra studied in Conway [1, Table 3 ]. The automorphism group of U is a dihedral group of order 2n except the cases for 1A, 2A, and 2B. It is a trivial group in the 1A case, a symmetric group of degree 3 in the 2A case, and of order 2 in the 2B case. The product τêτf of two Miyamoto involutions should be in the desired conjugacy class of the Monster simple group, provided that the Moonshine VOA V contains a subalgebra isomorphic to U .
Further mysteries concerning the McKay diagram can be found in Glauberman and Norton [8] . Among other things, some relation between the Weyl group W (Φ) and the centralizer of a certain subgroup generated by two 2A-involutions and one 2B-involution in the Monster simple group was discussed. That every element of U is fixed by W (Φ) seems quite suggestive.
Let us recall some terminology (cf. [7, 14] ). A VOA is a Z-graded vector space
and two distinguished vectors; the vacuum vector 1 ∈ V 0 and the Virasoro element ω ∈ V 2 which satisfy certain conditions. For any v ∈ V , Y (v, z) = n∈Z v n z −n−1 is called a vertex operator and v n ∈ End V a component operator. Each homogeneous subspace V n is the eigenspace for the operator [7, Section 8.9] ). With the product and the inner product V 2 becomes an algebra, which is called the Griess algebra of V .
The organization of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we review some notation for lattice VOAs from [7] (see also [14] ) and certain conformal vectors in the lattice VOA V √ 2R given by [5] , where R is a root lattice of type A, D, or E. Moreover, we study some highest weight vectors in irreducible modules of V √ 2R with respect to those conformal vectors. In Section 3 we consider the sublattice L of E 8 and define the coset subalgebra U and two conformal vectorsê andf of central charge 1/2. We calculate the inner product ê,f and verify that it is identical with the value given in the McKay diagram. A canonical automorphism σ of order n = |E 8 /L| induced by the quotient group E 8 /L is also discussed. Then in Section 4 we consider an embedding of an orthogonal sum √ 2E 8 3 of three copies of √ 2E 8 into the Leech lattice Λ and show that the product τêτf of two Miyamoto involutions τê and τf is of order n as an automorphism of V Λ . Finally, in Section 5 we give an explicit correspondence between the Griess algebra U 2 of U and the algebra in Conway [1, Table 3 ].
The authors thank Masaaki Kitazume and Masahiko Miyamoto for stimulating discussions and Kazuhiro Yokoyama for helping them to compute the conformal vectors for the cases of 5A and 6A by a computer algebra system Risa/Asir.
Conformal vectors in lattice VOAs
In this section, we review the construction of certain conformal vectors in the lattice VOA V √ 2R from [5] , where R is a root lattice of type A n , D n , or E n . The notation for lattice VOAs here is standard (cf. [7, 14] ). Let N be a positive definite even lattice with inner product · , · . Then the VOA V N associated with N is defined to be
Moreover, C{N } denotes a twisted group algebra of the additive group N . In the case for N = √ 2R, the twisted group algebra C{ √ 2R} is isomorphic to the ordinary group algebra C[
, α ∈ R. Then the vacuum vector 1 is 1 ⊗ e 0 . Let Φ be the root system of R and Φ + and Φ − the set of all positive roots and negative roots, respectively. Then Φ = Φ
where h is the Coxeter number of Φ. Now define
It is shown in [5] thatω and s are mutually orthogonal conformal vectors, that is,
if R is of type D n and 6/7, 7/10 and 1/2 if R is of type E 6 , E 7 and E 8 , respectively. Let W (Φ) be the Weyl group of Φ. Any element g ∈ W (Φ) induces an automorphism of the lattice R and hence it defines an automorphism of the
. Note that both s andω are fixed by the Weyl group W (Φ).
We shall study certain highest weight vectors with respect to the subalgebra Vir(s) ⊗ Vir(ω), where Vir(s) and Vir(ω) denote the Virasoro VOAs generated by the conformal vectors s andω, respectively.
Let
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a root lattice of type A, D, or E and γ
Then |X η | = kh, where h is the Coxeter number of R.
Proof. The proof is just by direct verification. We only discuss the case for R = A n . The other cases can be proved similarly. Let R = A n . Then the Coxeter number h is n + 1 and the roots of A n are given by the vectors in the form ±(1, −1,
, that is, the vectors whose one entry is ±1, another entry is ∓1, and the remaining n − 1 entries are 0. Let
and the elements of square norm k in γ + R are of the form
Now it is easy to see that
Then v is a highest weight vector of highest weight
Proof. Since k is the minimum weight of V √ 2(γ+R) , it is clear that s j v =ω j v = 0 for all j ≥ 2. Since ω 1 v = kv, it suffices to show that s 1 v = 0. By the definition (2.1) of s and the above lemma, we have
Hence the assertion holds.
3. Extended E 8 diagram and sublattices of the root lattice E 8
In this section, we consider certain sublattices of the root lattice E 8 by using the extended E 8 diagram
where α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α 8 are the simple roots of E 8 and (3.2) α 0 + 2α 1 + 3α 2 + 4α 3 + 5α 4 + 6α 5 + 4α 6 + 2α 7 + 3α 8 = 0.
and α j are connected by an edge and α i , α j = 0 otherwise. Note that −α 0 is the highest root.
is the lattice associated with the Dynkin diagram obtained by removing the corresponding node α i from the extended E 8 diagram (3.1). Note that the index |E 8 /L(i)| is equal to n i , where n i is the coefficient of α i in the left hand side of (3.2). Actually, we have
Remark 3.1. If n i is not a prime, there is an intermediate sublattice as follows:
There are corresponding power maps between conjugacy classes of the Monster simple group, namely,
where (mX) k = nY means that the k-th power g k of an element g in the conjugacy class mX is in the conjugacy class nY (cf. [2] ).
Coset subalgebras of the lattice VOA
. We shall construct some VOAs U corresponding to the nine nodes of the McKay diagram (1.1). In each case, we show that the VOA U contains some conformal vectors of central charge 1/2, and the inner products among these conformal vectors are the same as the numbers given in the McKay diagram.
Let us explain the details of our construction. First, we fix i ∈ {0, 1,
Then the lattice VOA V √ 2E 8
can be decomposed as
where V √
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where ξ = e 2π √ −1/n i is a primitive n i -th root of unity. More precisely, let
Then a, α j ∈ Z for 0 ≤ j ≤ 8 with j = i and a,
is in fact defined by
, we have σ(u) = e −π √ −1 β,α u. Note that a + R is a generator of the quotient group R * /R for the cases i = 0, 7, where R is an indecomposable component of the lattice L of type A and R * is the dual lattice of R.
For any lattice VOA V N associated with a positive definite even lattice N , there is a natural involution θ induced by the isometry α → −α for α ∈ N . If N = √ 2E 8 , which is doubly even, we may define θ :
for α ∈ √ 2E 8 (cf. [7] ). Then θσθ = σ −1 , and the group generated by θ and σ is a dihedral group of order 2n i .
Let R 1 , . . . , R l be the indecomposable components of the lattice L and Φ 1 , . . . , Φ l the corresponding root systems of
(see [6] for tensor products of VOAs). By (2.1), one obtains 2l mutually orthogonal conformal vectors
such that the Virasoro element ω of V √ 2L , which is also the Virasoro element of
, can be written as a sum of these conformal vectors
Now we define U to be a coset (or commutant) subalgebra
Note that U is a VOA with the Virasoro element ω =ω 1 + · · · +ω l , and the automorphism σ defined by (3.5) induces an automorphism of order n i on U . By abuse of notation, we denote it by σ also. Remark 3.2. In [11] , it is shown that {v ∈ V √ 2A n | s(A n ) 1 v = 0} is isomorphic to a parafermion algebra W n+1 (2n/(n + 3)) of central charge 2n/(n + 3). Thus, if L has some indecomposable component of type A n , then U contains some subalgebra isomorphic to a parafermion algebra. It is well known [19] that the parafermion algebra W n+1 (2n/(n + 3)) possesses a certain Z n+1 symmetry in the fusion rules among its irreducible modules. The automorphism σ is in fact related to such a symmetry. More details about the relation between coset subalgebra U and the parafermion algebra W n+1 (2n/(n + 3)) can be found in [12] . . We shall also show that the coset subalgebra U always contains some conformal vectors of central charge 1/2. Moreover, the inner products among these conformal vectors will be discussed.
Recall that the lattice √ 2E 8 can be constructed by using the [8, 4, 4] Hamming code H 8 and the Construction A (cf. [3] ). That means
We denote the vectors (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ) by 0 and 1, respectively. For any γ ∈ H 8 , we define
and for any binary word δ ∈ Z 2 8 , we definê e δ = 1 16 ω + 1 32
where ω is the Virasoro element of the VOA V √ 2E 8
. Note that X 1 = 0 for any = 0, 1 and thatê δ =ê η if and only if η ∈ δ + H 8 . Proof. We have
Moreover, for any γ ∈ H 8 with |γ| = 4,
Note also that
In addition, we have X γ , X ζ = 16 if γ = ζ and γ, γ = 8, 0 otherwise,
Then since ω 1 ω = 2ω and ω, ω = 4, it follows that In Miyamoto [17] , certain conformal vectors of central charge 1/2 are constructed inside the Hamming code VOA. Our construction ofê δ is essentially a lattice analogue of Miyamoto's construction. In fact, take λ j = (0, . . . , 2, . . . , 0) ∈ Z 8 to be the element in √ 2E 8 such that the j-th entry is 2 and all other entries are zero. Then we have a set of 16 mutually orthogonal conformal vectors of central charge 1/2 given by
A set of mutually orthogonal conformal vectors of central charge 1/2 whose sum is equal to the Virasoro element in a VOA is called a Virasoro frame. Thus, {ω Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 3.3. As mentioned above, we know that V 
By a result of Miyamoto [17] 
where σ is the automorphism defined by (3.5). These conformal vectors of central charge 1/2 play an important role for the rest of the paper.
We introduce weight 2 elements X j , namely,
where ξ = e 2π √ −1/n i is a primitive n i -th root of unity.
Proof. Let s k be defined as in (3.9) . Then by a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.2, we can verify that (s k ) 1 X j = 0 and (s k ) 1ê = 0 for k = 1, . . . , l. Thus X j ,ê ∈ U by the definition (3.10) of U . Since σ leaves U invariant, we also havef ∈ U . 
The conformal vectorê is also fixed by the automorphism θ (cf. (3.8) ). However,f is not fixed by θ in general. Theorem 3.7. Letê,f be defined as in (3.12) . Then
In other words, the values of ê,f are exactly the values given in McKay's diagram (1.1).
Proof. By (3.14), we can easily obtain that ê,f = 1
where Thus we have proved the theorem.
Remark 3.8. The same result still holds if we replaceê byê δ andf = σê by σê δ for any = 0, 1 and δ ∈ Z 2 8 .
Miyamoto's τ -involutions and the canonical automorphism σ
Let V be a VOA. If V contains a conformal vector w of central charge 1/2 such that the subalgebra Vir(w) generated by w is isomorphic to the Virasoro VOA L (1/2, 0) , then an automorphism τ w of V with (τ w ) 2 = 1 can be defined. Indeed, V is a direct sum of irreducible Vir(w)-modules. Denote by W h the sum of all irreducible direct summands which are isomorphic to L (1/2, h) . Then τ w is defined to be 1 on W 0 ⊕ W 1/2 and −1 on W 1/16 (cf. [16, 18] ). Thus τ w is the identity if V has no irreducible direct summand isomorphic to L(1/2, 1/16). We call τ w the Miyamoto involution or the τ -involution associated with w.
In this section, we shall study the relationship between the canonical automorphism σ and the Miyamoto involutions τê, τ σê , . . . and τ σ n i −1ê. Let us recall two conformal vectorsê andf of central charge 1/2 defined by (3.12) and two automorphisms σ and θ introduced in Subsection 3.1.
Lemma 4.1. As automorphisms of
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, we know that {ê
and, with respect to this frame, V
is a code VOA isomorphic to M RM (4, 2) . Therefore, τê| V
= id. On the other hand,
Hence τê = θ as automorphisms of V √ 2E 8 . Proof. Sincef = σê, we have τf = στêσ −1 . By (3.5) and the preceding lemma, we also have τêστê = θσθ = σ −1 . Hence the assertion holds by (3.7).
Theorem 4.2. As automorphisms of
Next, we shall extend τê, τf , and σ to the Leech lattice VOA V Λ . According to the presentation (3.11) of
.
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For any coset α + √ 2E 8 of √ 2E 8 in L, one can always find a coset representative α whose square norm is minimum in the coset such that α is in one of the following forms:
The square norm α, α of such α is 0, 1, or 2. Moreover, if α, α = 2, then α can be written as a sum α = a + b, where a, b ∈ L are in the above forms with a, a = b, b = 1 and a, b = 0. In particular, the minimal weight of the irreducible module V α+
Proof. If γ, γ = 4 and γ + x, γ + x = 1 for some γ ∈ √ 2E 8 , then γ, x = −2 and γ + x = −x. Thus, by the definition ofê it follows that by the definition of τê, and so τê(e x ) = −e −x .
Lemma 4.4. Let
Proof. We have V α+ 
as required.
As a consequence, we have the following proposition.
Now we discuss the situation in the Leech lattice VOA V Λ . First let us recall the following theorem [5, Theorem 4.1] (see also [10, 13] It is well known (cf. [10] ) that the Leech lattice Λ can be constructed by "Construction A" for Z 4 -codes of length 24. In fact,
for some type II self-dual Z 4 -code C of length 24. By [10] , C can be taken to be the Z 4 -code having the generating matrix (4.2):
2222 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0022 2200 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0022 2020 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0202 2020 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0202 2002 0000 2020 2020 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0220 2200 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 Thenσ is an automorphism of V Λ . Moreover, the following theorem holds. 
Correspondence with Conway's axes
Recall the elementsω k and X j defined by (3.9) and (3.13). It turns out that the Griess algebra U 2 of U is generated byê andf , and is of dimension l + n i − 1 with basisω k , 1 ≤ k ≤ l and X j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n i − 1 (see [12] for details). We can verify that the Griess algebra U 2 coincides with the algebra described in Conway [1, Table 3 ]. In [1] , it is shown that for each 2A-involution of the Monster simple group, there is a unique idempotent in the Monstrous Griess algebra V 2 corresponding to the involution. Such an idempotent is called an axis. By Miyamoto [16] , an axis is exactly half of a conformal vector of central charge 1/2. Note that the product t * t and the inner product (t, t ) of two axes t, t in [1] are equal to t · t = t 1 t and t, t /2, respectively in our notation. Let t n be as in [1] . We denote t, u, v, and w of [1] by t 2A , u 3A , v 4A , and w 5A , respectively. In each of the nine cases, we obtain an isomorphism of our Griess algebra U 2 to Conway's algebra generated by two axes through the following correspondence between our conformal vectors and Conway's axes:
1A case.ê ←→ 
